With millions of line items, thousands of firms, and limited in-house resources for legal bill review, you may be missing an opportunity to better manage costs and complement your e-Billing technology. By combining artificial intelligence with human expertise, forward-thinking companies are fundamentally altering the invoice review process to realize additional savings.

That is where LegalVIEW® BillAnalyzer comes in. Increase your savings up to 10% and increase billing compliance up to 20% with LegalVIEW BillAnalyzer. Our Al-powered services optimize the legal bill review process using artificial intelligence technologies with legal and data experts. Specially trained, experienced reviewers identify and adjust billing guideline violations, as well as provide corrective recommendations using essential performance metrics. Our AI modeling coupled with LegalVIEW data - the world’s largest source of legal performance data, including more than $130B worth of legal spend - powers benchmarking intelligence and allows us to use your robust historical data to compare against guideline violations and other data trends to enhance the bill review process.

Our clients experience savings up to 10% after law firms have the opportunity to correct invoice entries and remedy billing rule non-compliance. In many cases, we have seen clients realize significantly more savings.

For claims or legal departments looking to scale their legal bill review, we offer a no-obligation Spend Evaluation designed to prove the value of this unique service offering. We use your billing guidelines with our automated systems and expert invoice reviewers to:

- **Examine** a specified number of invoices submitted and paid by you in the past, in order to determine the level of law firm and lawyer compliance with your billing guidelines.
- **Identify** the likely range of principled fee and expense adjustments.
- **Provide** detailed analyses of billing practices.
- **Recommend** modifications and additions to billing guidelines.

Artificial intelligence and machine learning help expert reviewers consistently and accurately apply billing guidelines to reduce and ultimately control costs.
LegalVIEW BillAnalyzer - Spend Evaluation

The Spend Evaluation Process:

Once we receive your billing guidelines and invoice data, the Spend Evaluation results are available in as little as 2 weeks. When complete, we’ll walk you through the results, provide a snapshot of metrics, and make recommendations to your billing guidelines based upon our findings.

Your Spend Evaluation Report Includes:

- Total of expert review adjustments identified
- Adjustment totals by billing violation category, by law firm
- Sample billing violations by timekeeper
- Sample dashboard models
- Recommended enhancements to your billing guidelines

For more information on LegalVIEW BillAnalyzer or to request a Spend Evaluation, visit www.wkelmsolutions.com/billanalyzer.